Daily Editing Task Cards 2
Includes:
• 20 editing task cards
• Information on 20 countries
• Answer sheets
• Differentiated cards
• Interesting facts

Grammar and punctuation concepts:
- Full stops and capital letters
- Spelling
- Homophones
- Apostrophes of contraction
- Proper nouns
- Plural nouns
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Brazil

Card #1

brzil is the largest country in South
america. the capital city is brasilia and
the population is 212 million (2021). The
amazon rainforest is located in the
middel of Brazil. The mane language is
Portuguese which differs from the rest
of South America.
9 errors

Colombia

Peru

Card #2

peru is located in South america and
the capital cite is lima. Peru is famous
for Machu Picchu, an anscient city hi up
in the mountains. the peopal in peru
mainly speak Spanish and the
population is 33 million.

Preview
9 errors

Card #3

Argentina

Card #4

colombia is in the nortern part of South
Ameraca. thay have 51 million people
and the capitel city is bogota. Colombia
is offen pronounced Col-um-bia. This is
a commen mistake. it’s actually
pronounced Col-om-bia. don’t forget!

the population of argentina is 45 million
(2021). the argentinian flag is blew and
white with a sun in the middle. the
countrie is in the southe of South
America and they speak spanish.
argentina has manie wonderful
anemals.

11 errors

12 errors

England

Card #5

england is a countrie that is a part of
the united kingdom. England is home to
queen elizabeth and the royal familie.
Their are 68 million people in England
(2021) and there main language is
english. The capital of England is london.
11 errors

France

Germany

Card #6

germany is located in europe. the
capital citie is berlin. The populasion is
83 million (2021) and thay speek german.
the german people are famous for
being very logical. Albert einstein and
beethoven both came from Germany.

Preview
12 errors

Card #7

Italy

Card #8

France is somtimes nown as the
country of love. The capitel city is paris
and the population is 67 millian (2021).
Paris are home of the eiffel Tower, won
of the most famus monumants in the
world.

italy is in the soutern part of europe.
Italy has 60 million peeple (2021) and a
long, rich historie. many tourists viset
italy each year. rome is the capital and
won of the most popular Destinations.

10 errors

11 errors

USA

Card #9

USa is the therd largist country in the
werld with a populasion of 330 millien
(2021). the american presidant is
currently joe Biden who is the 46th
president. America is home to New
york, The grand Canyon and The Statue
of liberty.
14 errors

Mexico

Canada

Card #10

the capital of Canada is ottawa, but the
bigest city is toronto. Canadians speak
english and french. they are nown for
there frendly nature and strong
accents. Canada has a beutiful
landscape that has to be scene to be
believed!

Preview
12 errors

Card #11

Jamaica

Card #12

mexico is locatid in North america and
boarders america and Guatemala.
Mexico has the most Reptile species in
the worlde and is won of the most
biodiverse countrys on earth. the
currancy is Peso and there flag is
green, white and red.

jamaica is a small countrie with just
unda 3 million people. jamaica is an iland
in the Caribbean See and is a part of
North america. the capital is Kingston
and the countray has a tropical
Climate. Usain bolt is a famos Jamaican
and a record holdar in the 100m sprint.

12 errors

13 errors

South Korea

Card #13

the population of South Korea is 51
million (2021) and the persons are
known to bee hard working and
reserved. Kimchi is a populer vegitable
that is eatten at every meel. South
Korea is in the eastern part of asia and
Seoul is the capitil cities.
10 errors

Japan

China

Card #14

china has won of the most fastest
growin economys in the world. Its also
home to the most people, with a
populations of 1.4 billion! The great Wall
of China was bilt centurys ago to
protect the countrie. Apparently, it can
be sene from the moon!

Preview
12 errors

Card #15

Thailand

Card #16

japan is in east asia and has a
population of 126 million (2021). there
country has a long and rich historie that
can be seen by tourests who viset. the
japanese flag is white with a red circal.
Its a country you must sea!

thailand is in asia and is famos for
tropical beeches and anscient bildings.
Every yeer, thailand get hundreds of
visiters. Thailand is home to some of
the oldist dinosor fossels ever found in
asia!

12 errors

13 errors

South Africa

Card #17

south africa is on the continant of
africa. theyre famous for there rugby
and are currant world champians.
theyve won the Rugby World cup 3
times and where crowned winners in
2019. there power and strenth is
unbelevable!
17 errors

Egypt

Zimbabwe

Card #18

zimbabwe is a landlocked country in
africa. its serrounded by 4 other
countrys. its home to victoria falls and
the zambezi river. Zimbabwes climate is
tropical and they have a rainey season
from november to march. It’s a butiful
African country.

Preview
17 errors

Card #19

Namibia

Card #20

the capital of egypt is cairo and there
flag is red, white and black. Its a
fantastik country that is home to the
Great Pyramid of giza. most egyptian
pyramids where builded as tombs for
pharaohs. over 130 piramids have bin
discoverd.

namibia is a small african countrie with
2.5 millian persons (2021). there official
language is english and they’re
nickname is ‘The Land of the Brave.’
namibia have a number of wild anemals
witch make it a wanderful plase to
visit.

15 errors

14 errors

Brazil

Card #1

Brazil is the largest country in South
America. The capital city is Brasilia and
the population is 212 million (2021). The
Amazon Rainforest is located in the
middle of Brazil. The main language is
Portuguese which differs from the rest
of South America.
9 errors

Colombia

Peru

Card #2

Peru is located in South America and
the capital city is Lima. Peru is famous
for Machu Picchu, an ancient city high
up in the mountains. The people in Peru
mainly speak Spanish and the
population is 33 million.

Preview
9 errors

Card #3

Argentina

Card #4

Colombia is in the northern part of
South America. They have 51 million
people and the capital city is Bogota.
Colombia is often pronounced Col-umbia. This is a common mistake. It’s
actually pronounced Col-om-bia. Don’t
forget!

The population of Argentina is 45
million (2021). The Argentinian flag is
blue and white with a sun in the middle.
The country is in the south of South
America and they speak Spanish.
Argentina has many wonderful animals.

11 errors

12 errors

England

Card #5

England is a country that is a part of
the United Kingdom. England is home to
Queen Elizabeth and the royal family.
There are 68 million people in England
(2021) and their main language is English.
The capital of England is London.
11 errors

France

Germany

Card #6

Germany is located in Europe. The
capital city is Berlin. The population is 83
million (2021) and they speak German.
the German people are famous for
being very logical. Albert Einstein and
Beethoven both came from Germany.

Preview
12 errors

Card #7

Italy

Card #8

France is sometimes known as the
country of love. The capital city is Paris
and the population is 67 million (2021).
Paris is home of the Eiffel Tower, one
of the most famous monuments in the
world.

Italy is in the southern part of Europe.
Italy has 60 million people (2021) and a
long, rich history. Many tourists visit
Italy each year. Rome is the capital and
one of the most popular destinations.

10 errors

11 errors

USA

Card #9

USA is the third largest country in the
world with a population of 330 million
(2021). The American President is
currently Joe Biden who is the 46th
president. America is home to New
York, The Grand Canyon and The Statue
of Liberty.
14 errors

Mexico

Card #10

The capital of Canada is Ottawa, but the
biggest city is Toronto. Canadians speak
English and French. They are known for
their friendly nature and strong
accents. Canada has a beautiful
landscape that has to be seen to be
believed!

Preview
12 errors

Card #11

Mexico is located in North America and
borders America and Guatemala.
Mexico has the most reptile species in
the world and is one of the most
biodiverse countries on earth. The
currency is Peso and their flag is green,
white and red.
12 errors

Canada

Jamaica

Card #12

Jamaica is a small country with just
under 3 million people. Jamaica is an
island in the Caribbean Sea and is a part
of North America. The capital is Kingston
and the country has a tropical climate.
Usain Bolt is a famous Jamaican and a
record holder in the 100m sprint.
13 errors

South Korea

Card #13

The population of South Korea is 51
million (2021) and the people are known
to be hard working and reserved. Kimchi
is a popular vegetable that is eaten at
every meal. South Korea is in the
eastern part of Asia and Seoul is the
capital city.
10 errors

Japan

China

Card #14

China has one of the fastest growing
economies in the world. It’s also home
to the most people, with a population of
1.4 billion! The Great Wall of China was
built centuries ago to protect the
country. Apparently, it can be seen
from the moon!

Preview
12 errors

Card #15

Thailand

Card #16

Japan is in east Asia and has a
population of 126 million (2021). Their
country has a long and rich history that
can be seen by tourists who visit. The
Japanese flag is white with a red circle.
It’s a country you must see!

Thailand is in Asia and is famous for
tropical beaches and ancient buildings.
Every year, Thailand get hundreds of
visitors. Thailand is home to some of
the oldest dinosaur fossils ever found
in Asia!

12 errors

13 errors

South Africa

Card #17

South Africa is on the continent of
Africa. They’re famous for their rugby
and are current world champions.
They’ve won the Rugby World Cup 3
times and were crowned winners in
2019. Their power and strength is
unbelievable!
17 errors

Egypt

Zimbabwe

Card #18

Zimbabwe is a landlocked country in
Africa. It’s surrounded by 4 other
countries. It’s home to Victoria Falls
and the Zambezi River. Zimbabwe’s
climate is tropical and they have a rainy
season from November to March. It’s a
beautiful African country.

Preview
17 errors

Card #19

Namibia

Card #20

The capital of Egypt is Cairo and their
flag is red, white and black. It’s a
fantastic country that is home to the
Great Pyramid of Giza. Most Egyptian
pyramids were built as tombs for
pharaohs. Over 130 pyramids have been
discovered.

Namibia is a small African country with
2.5 million people (2021). Their official
language is English and their nickname
is ‘The Land of the Brave.’ Namibia have
a number of wild animals which make it
a wonderful place to visit.

15 errors

14 errors

